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Pressrelease

A solo with works by Beat Zoderer at PS 

PS opens on Sunday October 26th with the solo exhibition BALLOON Beat Zoderer.                                         
The Swiss artist will - in line with his earlier work ‘A globe in a square room’ - with his new                 
installation of 3.5 x 3.5 meters literally take over the space of PS. 

At seeing the work of Beat Zoderer it will not be suprising to hear that he was trained as an                                       
architectural draftsman before branching out as an independent artist. The colorful complex installations 
and sculptures, that often transcend the human proportions initially often seem methodical structures 
based on mathematical systems in which the sphere or circle play a leading role. 
In the beginning of his work Zoderer often used office or household items and actions as material 
for his works. Folders, adhesive labels, elastics, empty rolls of tape, etc. were made part of a larger                 
composition. Banal purpose acts as punches and perforations obtain aesthetic character by rhythmic 
repetitions. Taken out of their original context, materials and actions lose their original function and gain 
brought in other contexts, a new visual innocence. 
With the years the found materials have given way to the employment of brand new, manufactured        
materials, whose sensual opulence, formal and textural diversity, variety of colors, and unlimited              
availability, constitute an inexhaustible resource and freedom for Zoderer’s artistic practice. But the 
process remains the same and the newer works seamlessly add to the existing. During the largely 
spontaneous process of creating the work is Zoderer guided by an attempt to bring order to the chaos. 
However, the complexity of each piece consciously allows for imperfections and mistakes. With his 
work Zoderer playfully balances between abstract geometric visual logic and the sensual, the irrational,          
the purely material. It is this self-contradicting and ambiguous quality of the works that gives them the 
playfulness that probably best characterizes the artist and his work.
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For more information and high resolution images please contact: Jan van der Ploeg (+31 6 47830952) 
or Cindy Moorman (+31 6 27398691). Or via email: info@psprojectspace.nl  

Note to editors

Beat Zoderer (1955) lives and works in Wettingen, Switzerland and Genua, Italy.  He com pleted an 
appren tice ship as an archi tec tural drafts man and worked in archi tec tural offices from 1971–78. Since 
1979 he works as an inde pen dent artist. Two stu dio stipends of the city of Zurich for Genoa in 1986 
and New York in 1988 were fol lowed by fur ther grants from the city of Zurich. During the years he                       
received several prices including the Manor Kunstpreis (1995), the Anerkennungspreis of the Max Bill /              
Georges Vantengerlo Stiftung and  the Aargauer Kulturpreis of the AZ-Medien Gruppe (2009). Zoderer is  
represented by Gallery Von Bartha in Basel, Switzerland, Galerie Sturm in Stuttgart, Germany, Dominik 
Mersch Gallery in Syndey, Australia and Taubert Contemporary in Berlin, Germany. His work is                          
included in several company and private collections and has been represented in renowned museums 
and collections worldwide for years. 

Beat Zoderer, BALLOON, 26 October - 30 November, opening 26 October 16.00 – 18.00 hrs.

PS projectspace aims to provide a platform for the work of upcoming international artists in an                      
environment that exists between the conventions of an artist-run space and a commercial gallery.               
PS stands for Post Scriptum, Project Space, Public Space or Private Space and wants to add another 
formula to the already existing ways of presenting art. Since January 1999 PS organizes exhibitions.    
PS is open to the public every Thursday, Friday and Saturday from 13.00 to 17.00 hrs.

In upcoming exhibitions PS will show work by Gerold Miller and Charlott Weise.
http://www.psprojectspace.nl/exhibitions_2014.html

http://www.psprojectspace.nl/exhibitions_2012.html

